
CHAPTER Dl 

BARRIO POINT IMAGERY 

In the last chapter barrio areal imagery was presented and 

discussed. I11 this chapter we shall be concerned with point imagery, the 

imagery with which Lynch was primarily involved~ The schema used in the 

last chapter·, results followed directly by discussion, will also be 

employed here, but given the complexity of the issues involved, the 

results to each 'relevant question asked on the questionnaires will be 

presented and these results will be discussed before the results to the 

succeeding questions are examined. The chapter will close with an overall 

discussion section integrating all the point imagery. 

All the questions ·relevant to barrio point imagery were in 

Questionnaire II. Reference to the Appendix where this questionnaire is 

to be found will show the manner in which these questions were asked. 

The relevant questions were numbers 31, 32, 33, 34, 38 and 39. Unfortunate

ly, while students responding to this questionnaire hailed from eleven 

barrios, only five barrios were sufficiently well represented to allow 

mapping of elicited. images, and of these only three were sufficiently 

well represented to. allow for mapping of the results to each question. 

Hence composlte images will be found for Barrios Centro, Guadalupe, 

Merced, Santa Lucia and Cerrillo, while the mapping of the results 

question by question will be done only for Barrios Guadalupe, Centro and 

Merced. The other six barrios for which we have results are simply underfed. 
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Question 31: Results and Discussion 

This was the first question to be asked on the second questionnaire 

capable of generating Lynch-like images. I t asked , "In your barrio, what 

places or things do you remeber best, or a~e most important or interesting 

for you?" Figure 4.1 is a graphic summary of these responses for El Centro. 

Notice that twelve of the fourteen items mc:1pped cluster around the zocalo. 

Also notice that the image includes two items not in the barrio, Santo 

Domingo and Cine Variedades, further examples of the capturing discussed 

in the last chapter. Figure 4.2 is the map summary for Guadalupe. Note 

that the elements do not cluster around thr~ plaza, and that there are 

less than half as many of them as there were for El Centro. In Figure 4·. 3, 

the summary for La Merced, it will also be noted that the elements do not 

cluster around the plaza. Note in all three cases the complete lack of 

streets in the images. 

There are several issues raised by these barrio images . First of 

all they reveal two types of barrios. The one, exemplified by El Centro, 

is plaza-centric. The other type, exemplified by Merced and Guadalupe, is 

calle-centric. This distinction, which will become clearer as we go 

along, is of particular importance in regard to this question. Look at 

~igure 4.3 closely. Observe again how the image elements are ranged 

along the street. Now, what's missing? 

Yeh, the street itself is missing . In fact, all the streets are 

missing from these images. Wpat kind of an image of a barrio is this 

that has no ;;treets? A clue as to what ki.nd of image this is may be found 

by examining the types of things the .students have listed. For El Centro 

they have included schools, churches, theaters, parks and impressive 

municipal·bu~ldings; for Guadalupe they h~ve included a church, a plaza, 
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Figure 4.1 Responses to Question 31 for Barrio El Centro (n = 14) 

1. ETIC. Landmark, 78% 
2. Cathedral, Landmark, 71% 
3. The Zocalo, Node, 57% 
4. Municipal Palace, Landmark, 57% 
5 . Bishop ' s Residence, Landmark, 36% 
6. Las Casas Theater , Landmark, 29% 
7. Variedades Theater, Landmark, 21% 
8. Office of Hacienda, Landmark, 21 % 
9. Park of the Arches, Landmark, 14% 

10. San Nicolas, Landmark, 14% 
11 . Santo Domingo, Landmark, 14% 
12. Kiosko on Zocalo, Landmark 7% 
13. Trees on Zocalo, Landmark 7% 
14. Benches on Zocalo, Landmark, 7% 

6 

\,,untttlf•' ,, 

Figure 4.2 Responses to Question 31 for Barrio Guadalupe (n = 16) 

1. Cerro Guadalupe, Landmark, 50% 
2. Guadalupe Steps, Path, 38% 
3. Guadalupe Church, Landmark, 25% 
4. Guadalupe Plaza, Node, 13% 
5. Flagpole in Plaza, Landmark, 13% 
6. River, Barrier, 13% 
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Figure 4.3 Responses to Question 31 for Barrio La Merced (n = 15) 

1. Market, Landmark, 67% 
2. Jail, Landmark, 27% 
3. La Merced Church, Landmark, 20% 
4. Stuff around Market, Node, 20% 
5; Barracks, Landmark, 13% 
6. Kindergarten, Landmark, 7% 
7. Telegraph Office, Landmark, 7% 
8. Rio Amarillo, Barrier, 7% 
9. Cerro San Cristobal, Barrier-Landmark, 7% 

10. Kiosko in Plaza, Landmark, 7% 
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a flagpole, a river and a hill; for Merced they have included another hi}.J., 

another river, churches, schools, and other impressive municipal edifices. 

All of these elements are of a certain character. They are the type of 

things one would show to a stranger in towr., to a tourist. What do Clark 

students show their parents who come to Worcester to visit? They show 

them the modern libraries, the Art Museum, the parks, the new bui ldings . 

They do not brag about Main Street and Park Avenue no matter how important 

these streets may be, because these streets do not contribute to a favorable 

impression of Worcester. The same is true of the students' responses to 

this question. All of the things that they have listed contribute to a 

favorable impression of San Cristobal. All of the things are either 

antiques with historical interest, modernities indicative of progress, or 

curiosities that make San Cristobal uniquE:. A full 75% of the items 

they have listed are to be found in guidebooks written for American 

tourists. This is why they have excluded :~ ncluding Calle Diego Mazariegos, 

the main street of La Merced - because they feel no pride in it. One 

respondent put it plainly in response to the question, "What part of the 

city do you find to be most disagreeable and why?" His answer was, "Cal1e 

Mazariegos because it is so filthy." The images collected in response to 

t.his question are full of agreeably prideful places and completely lacki..lg 

places of any other -character. 

This is not a wayfinding image. n1is is not an orienting image. 

This is not the image of the barrio. But :Lt is part of it. 

Question 32: Results and Discussion 

Another part of the barrio image, and a rather different part, 

shows up in the responses to Question 32. This question asked the students 

to map the list they had drawn up in Question 31, adding any additional 
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items that might come to mind. A graphic summary of the responses for 

El Centro is to be found in Figure 4.4. This is a radically different 

image of this barrio than the one we were treated to in Figure 4.1. For 

one thing we now have streets; for another there are almost twice as many 

places and things mapped; for a third, there is no capturing of alien 

churches; for a fourth, the Zocalo is no•!l completely surrounded by items 

and the plaza-centric character of this barrio is abundantly clear. 

Figure 4.5 is the graphic summary for Guadalupe. Once again streets app1~ar 

and . now the calle-centric character of this barrio is clear. In con-

tradistinction to the Centro case, this barrio now captures the Cathedral. 

This has the effect of making the central character ofC~le Guadalupe 

even more clear than it really is. Furthermore, the Guadalupe plaza, 

which in Figure 4.2, was merely the terminal point of the image, nm., 

beco~es imbedded in the middle of the image and turns out to be an important 

traffic node, forking from a main city street to two important roads to the 
' 

hinterlands . Figure 4.6 is the graphic summary for La Merced. Once again 

the calle-cen·tric character of this barrio becomes clear. The filthy 

street is the most frequently mapped item. The plaza, not mentioned in 

response to Question 31, is now the second most frequently mentioned item. 

~rthermore, individual stores show up on this image~ To say that this 

image is radically different is putting it mildly. 

If one could say that Question 31 generated the pride image, what 

is this one? Obviously, it is not the sam•::!. Well, what is the differer.ce 

between a list and a map? For the list it is not necessary to know whe~e 

something is, while knowing where is ~he limiting parameter in a mapping 

operation. Consequently it is maintained without great hesitiation that 

these are maps of things in the barrio whose location is known. That i~;, 
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Figure 4.4 Responses to Question 32 for Barrio El Centro (n ~ 14) 
1. Zocalo, Node, 93% 
2. Mazariegos - Madero, Path, 93% 
3. Guadalupe - Guadalupe, Path, 93% 
4. Insurgentes - Utrillo, Path, 93% 
5 . 20 de Noviembre - Midalgo, Path, 93% 
6. ETIC, Landmark, 85% 
7. Cathedral, Landmark, 78% 
8. Municipal Palace, Landmark, 78% 
9. Nine blocks around Plaza District, 57% 

10 . Bishop ' s Residence , Landmark, 50% 
11. Kiosko in zocalo, Landmark, 50% 
12. Benches on Zocalo, Landmark , 43% 
13. Park of the Arches, Landmark, 36% 
14. Walks on Zocalo, Landmark, 36% 
15. 16 de Septiembre - Crescione Rosas , Path, 29% 
16. Cafe Portales, Landmark, 29% 
17. Twenty-five blocks around Plaza, District, 21% 
18. Hotel Jardin, Landmark , 21% 
19. Grass on Zocalo, Landmark, 21% 
20. Hotel Primavera, Landmark, 14% 
21. Hotel Santa Clara , Landmark , 14 % 
22. Las Casas Theater, Landmark , 14% 
23. Variedades Theater, Landmark , 14% 
24. College of the Mothers, Landmark, 14% 
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Figure 4.5 Responses to Question 32 for Barrio Guadalupe (n = 12) 

1. Plaza with surrounding blocks, Node, District, 100% 
2. Guadalupe Church, Landmark, 67% 
3. Cerro Guadalupe, Landmark, 50% 
4. Guadalupe Steps, Path, 50% 
5. Guadalupe Street, Path, 33% 
6. Road to La Garita, Path, 17% 
7. Path to Tenejopa, Path, 17% 
8. Barrio <;:uadalupe, District, 17% 
9. Cathedral, Landmark, 17% 
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Figure 4.6 Responses to Question 32 for Barrio La Merced (n - 16) 

1. Mazariegos, Path, 88% 
2. La Merced Plaza, Node, 75% 
3. La Merced Church, Landmark, 63% 
4 . Market, Landmark, 50% 
5. Jail, Landmark, 25% 
6. Nine blocks around Plaza, District, 25% 
7 . Barracks, Landmark, 13% 
8. Telegraph Office, Landmark, 13% 
9. Cerro San Cristobal, Landmark-Barrier, 13% 

10. Kiosko in Plaza, Landmark, 13% 
11 . Guadalupe Victoria , Path, 13 % 
1 2. Rio Amarill o, Barrier, 13% 
13. La Isla (not mapped), 13% 
14 Pharmacy, Landmark, 13% 
15. Furniture Store, Landmark, 13% 
16 . Hardware Store, Landmark, 13% 
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this is the everyday walking world of these barrio residents. One might 

call this image the quotidian functional image of the barrio. Certain 

places have been omitted in this mapping operation, places like the 

Kindergarten in Merced or the Oficina de Hacienda in Centro, or the flag

pole in Guadalupe. These may be things in which the barrio residents 

take pride, but they are not items critical to their daily coming and 

going. They may not even know exactly where they are. On the other har.d, 

items in which no particular pride is felt are mapped, as in the case of 

Merced where three stores show up, all of them conspicuous because of 

their prominent corner locations. What is important from an analytic 

point of vie~· is that two questions elicited two distinct responses, 

neither the barrio image, but both components of it. 

Question 33: Results and Discussion 

In Q~estion 33, the students are asked to work with a map of 

San Cristobal. The only part of this of interest to us is the part in 

which they dt·aw the route between their home and their parish church. 

Figure 4.7 i~; a graphic summary of the responses for Guadalupe. The 

first thing to be remarked about this image is that 75% of the students 

identified the Cathedral as the parish church, while only 25% of them 

identified Guadalupe as the parish church. Since they were asked to show 

the route between a multitude of beginnings (the homes) and only two 

potential end points (the churches), only the streets· and the churches 

show up on tnis map. Interestingly on thE: Merced summary, Figure 4.8, 

only the routes were shown, but as none of· them went to the Cathedral, it 

is clear that they all regard Merced .as their church. (This may be 

because since it is also a convent church, it is open all of the time, and 

hence it is the only barrio church that is completely functioning.) No 
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Figure 4.7 Responses to Question 33 for Barrio Guadalupe (n = 16) 

1. Guadalupe, Path, 75% 5. Pariagua, Path, 13 % 
2. Cathedral, Landmark, 75% 6. Ejercito Nacional, Path, 13% 
3. Guadalupe Church, Landmark, 25% 7. Remesa1 , Path , 13% 
4. Madero, Path, 13% 8 . Gra1. utri11o, Path, 13% 
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Figure 4.8 Responses to Question 33 for Barrio La Merced (n = 11) 

1. Diego Mazariegos, Path, 64% 
2 . Guadalupe Victoria , Path, 27% 
3. 5 de Mayo, Path, 9% 
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one pretends that these are barrio images. They are merely indicators of 

the skeletal street pattern that must form the basis for a complete 

barrio image. 

Question 34: Results and Discussion 

This question asked for a verbal description of the trip mapped in 

the last question. The question read: "Describe what you see when you go 

from your house to your parish church. Make the description as realistjc 

as possible. Mention if you can the names of the streets, the names of the 

stores or what they sell, the colors of the houses and all matters of this 

sort." This question had two purposes. The first was to clothe the skE!letal 

street pattern and the second was to determine what sort of miniscule dE!tails 

the students recalled about this trip. The question was completely success

ful in these purposes. 

Take a glance at Figure 4.9. This is a graphic summary of the 

responses to this question for El Centro. Note first of all the richne:.>s 

of the image. There are a lot of places mapped and they are not all biq 

public places either . Fully 42% of these places are privately owned stores, 

cafes, hotelH. Of the seventy-two places not mapped because they were only 

mentioned by 5% of the sample, most were ~small privately owned shops. This 

~s very cleal~ly another very different type of image. If any of the questions 

-elicited an ori enting image, this is it. These places were mentioned a3 

markers for a route of trave, · and they ma:r:k places along the route as well 

as end points. "Then I turn the corner at Telefonos Mexicanos and walk by the 

Hotel Posada." This is the type of answer.. this question collected and it must 

be obvious that this type of answer qets the question of navigation and 

orientation. Figure 4.10 is a similar suRmary for Guadalupe. Once again 

the presence of small privately owned establishments is to be noted . Jn 
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Zocalo, Node , 75% 
Cathedral, Landmark , 63% 
Insurgentes , Path , 63% 
ETIC, Landmark, 63% 
Casa Jiminez, Landmark, 50% 
Cafe De1icias, Landmark , 38% 
Mazariegos, Path , 38% 
Shop (Crafts), Landmark, 25% 
Hotel Posada, Landmark, 25% 

I 
I 
I 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 . 

Hotel Santa Clara , Landmark, 25% 
Casa Olinto, Landmark, 25% 
Park of the Arches, Landmark , 25% 
Municipal Palace, Landmark , 25% 
Shop (RRR), Landmark, 25% 
Bank , Landmark, 25% 

16. Cafe Intermezzo , Landmark , 25% 
17. Shop (Yamini), Landmark , 25% 
18. Juarez, Path , 25% 
19. Madero , Path, 25% 
20 . Telephone Office, Landmark, 13% 
21 . Supermarket, Landmark , 13 % 
22 . Las Casas Theater, Landmark , 13% 
23 . 20 de Noviembre , Path, 13% 
24. 5 de Febrero , Path, 13% 
25. Crescione Rosa s , Path, 13% 
26. Guadalupe, Path, 13% 

26 

Figure 4.9 Responses to Question 34 for Barrio El Centro (n = 16) 
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Figure 4.10 Responses to Question 34 for Barrio Guadalupe (n = 18) 

1. Guadalupe, Path, 22% 
2. Madero, Path, 22% 
3. Juarez, Path, 11% 
4. B. DOminguez, Path , 11% 
5. Diego Dugelay, Path , 11% 
6. Remesa1, Path, 11% 
7. Shop (Hardware), Landmark, 11% 
8. Shop (Tortilleria), Landmark, 11% 
9. Shop (Shoes ), Landmark, 11% 

10. Shop (Dry Goods), Landmark, 11% 
11. Shop (Mercanti1), Landmark, 11% 
12. Shop (Clothes), Landmark, 11% 
13. Guadalupe Plaza, Node, 11% 
14. Guadalupe Steps, Path, 11% 
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Figure 4 . 11 Responses to Question 34 for Barrio La Merced (n 15) 

1. Market, Landmark , 40% 
2. Mazariegos, Path , 27% 
3. Shop (Siguena ), Landmark, 20% 
4. Shop (Frontera), Landmark, 20% 
5. Shop (Hardware), Landmark, 20% 
6 . Shop (Saba1eta), Landmark, 13% 
7. Photo Shop. Landmark, 13 % 
8. Shop (Dona Cho1e ), Landmark, 13% 
9. Tortilla Shop, Landmark , 13% 

10. Shop (Diana), Landmark , 13% 
11. Supermarket, Landmark , 1 3% 
12. New Hardware Store , Landmark , 13% 
13. M. Ocampo, Path, 7% 
14 . 5 de Febrero, Path, 7% 
15. 12 de Octobre , Path, 7% 
16. 1 de Marto , Path , 7% 
17. Guadalupe v ictoria, Path, 7% 
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this case they account for 43% of the image elements mapped. It is also 

to be remarked that four of these six shops are located on corners of 

streets. That these corner locations are si0nificant is bourne cut by 

glancing at Figure 4.11, the summary for L;~ Merced. Here 59% of the image 

elements are privately owned shops, and of these 50% are located o n corners . 

We must all personally be aware of the importance of things located on 

corners as guiding beacons. We say, "Co to the corner with Calahan's 

Pharmacy on it and turn right. " This is tJ:ue also of my experience in 

San Cristobal. I know that to get from DiE!go Mazariegos to the Hotel Espanol 

that I must turn at Foto Kramsky. The pre1~nderance of corner located 

shops in these images bears out the conten1:ion that these are also used ~s 

markers by the students. 

It is not suggested that these imaqes show the complete or even 

guts of the navigating image , but compared to the responses to Question 31, 

this is the navigational image. These various images do not result from 

the temperature in the classroom in which the questionnaires were admin

istered. They result from the form and nature of the questions themselves. 

This is obvicus. But this is also the brunt of this chapter, that the type 

of question ~·hapes the resulting images. So far we have seen four different 

types of image~ resulting from four distinct questions. None of the 

resultant imc::ges is the image of the barrio, but they are all components 

of this image. But it is of critical importance to look at the images 

question by question since ea-ch reveals a different aspect of the image. 

This, as we .;hall see later on, is one of the unfortunate oversights of 

previous image studies. 
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Question 38: Results and Discussion 

This que stion asked the students to list the parts of their barrio 
I 

that they visited most frequently and why. Figure 4.12 shows the graphic 

summary for El Centro. Naturally, given the nature of the question, this 

is yet a different image. It is, compared to previous imnges , thoroughly 

impoverished, but nonetheless it is revealing. This image is the 

distillation of the previous images along a goal-oriented basis . For 

example, a books·tore suddenly appears on this image. Now the bookstores 

in San Cristobal are essentially stationary shops patronized by students 

in search of pencils , maps and the like. And bang! here it is. The 
. 

bookstore is not an item in which pride is felt , it didn ' t shmv up on th·~ 

maps, nor on the route descriptions. But ask the students where they go 

most frequently and the bookstore appears. I am trying to point out how 

completely the investigator determines the image of San Cristobal and its 

barrios by th«3 nature of his questions. What else shows up on this image? 

The students' school , both movie theaters , a youth-oriented cafe (The 

Intermezzo ca·ters almost exclusively to students and tourists and was 

designed to attract this component of the town ' s population.), the Zocalo, 

the Cathedral and Santo Domingo. What chaJ~acterizes all these places? 

Student goals for a variety of functions: the theaters and the cafe for 

entertainment, the churches for religion, ~he bookstore and the school 

for education, and the zocalo and downtown generally for society . 

The images for Guadalupe and Merced, Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are of 

necessity even more impoverished than the image for El Centro . This is 

easy to explain. These barrios lack the school, the bookstore, the cafe•s 

and the theaters which are goal points even for residents of other barrios. 

These desires must be understood to be satisfied by goals in El Centro. 
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Figure 4.12 Responses to Question 38 for Barrio El Centro (n = 16) 

1. ETIC, Landmark, 58% 6. El Centro, District, 17% 
2. Zocalo, Node, 25% 7. Cathedral, Landmark, 17% 
3. Cafe Intermezzo , Landmark, 25% 8. Santo Domingo, Landmark, 17% 
4. Las Casas Theater, Landmark 25% 9. Bookstore, Landmark, 8% 
5. Variedades Theater, Landmark, 25% 

" ~---------,_, ___ _ 
.... 

3 ;::::::. 2 .......... ..,_ ... ______ --4111a-- ......... . 
·:::::::~ ······ 

Figure 4.13 Responses to Question 38 for Barrio Guadalupe (n 14) 

1. Guadalupe Plaza, Node 28% 
2 . Guadal upe Church, Landmark, 28% 
3. Guadalupe Street, Path, 14% 
4. Pariagua , Path, 14% 
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Figure 4.14 Responses to Question 38 for Barrio La Merced (n = 18) 

1. La Merced Church, Landmark, 56% 
2 . Market , Landmark, 34% 
3. Primavera , Path, 34% 
4. Mazariegos, Path, 34% 
5. La Isla (not mapped), 22% 
6. La Merced Plaza, Node, 11% 
7. Basketball court at Barracks , Lanomark, 11% 
8. Carmen Park, Node , 11% 

.:· .. A6 
.. · .... ~. ....... .. 
. . :. 
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Figure 4.15 Responses to Question 39 for Barrio El Centro (n 16) 

1. Zocalo, Node, 75% 
2. Cathedral, Landmark, 25% 

4. Alameda, Node, 8% 
5. El Centro, District, 8% 

3. ETIC. Landmark, 17% 6. Santo Domingo, Landmark, 8% 
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Consequently the images for Merced and Guadalupe show what is left in 

these barrios themselves. In the case of Guadalupe this is merely the 
• 

barrio plaza, the barrio church, and two barrio streets. In the case of 

Merced it includes the barrio plaza, the barrio church, the market , and 

the main street. It also includes some other city-wide goals located in 

this barrio: La Isla, La Primavera and the basketball court in the plaz3. 

These are three recreative goal points that people from all over the 

city utilize. Then the Merced students capture the little park associated 

with El Carmen, a convent church not in their barrio. It will be noted 

that Guadalupe has the most impoverished image, then Merced , and finally 

El Centro. TDis is simply because El Centro is richest in goal points, 

Merced second richest and Guadalupe poorest. 

Question 39: Results and Discussion 

This last question asked the students what they like best about 

their barrio and why. To some extent this question duplicates Question 31, 

but since it is separated by a series of barrio questions it elicits a 

rather different response. FUrthermore there is a distinction to be 

noted between what is important and what i:; liked. For example, people 

in American cities are always proud of the museums and orchestras and 

sports teams , even if they are not the slightest bit interested in thes~ 

items personally. In the case of El Cent~), Figure 4.15, this is more a 

matter of emphasis than anything else. For example , in response to 

Question 31 the school was mentioned 78% of the time and the Zocalo only 

57% of the time. In response to Question 39 these roles were dramatically 

reversed. Now the Zocalo is mentioned 75% of the time and the school only 

17% of the time. The Cathedral slips from 71% for Question 31 to 25% for 

Question 39. And so on. The students obviously overwhelmingly like the 
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Zocalo better than anything else in their barrio , no matter how much pride 

they feel about other things. This is not surprising. The Zocalo is the 

center of social life, not only for the barrio, but for the city as a 

whole, and it is always filled with people and activity and excitement. 

The school on the other hand is as often as not a source of displeasure, 

depending on exams and so on. The Cathedral is also overlaid by a 

patina of obligation that somewhat dilutes the pleasure of it all. But 

associated with the Zocalo are only good things and good times. Note trat 

the El Centro students have once again captured Santo Domingo and the 

associated and popular park, The Alameda. 

In Guadalupe the opposite has happened. The church has risen f1om 

a Question 31 frequency of 25% to one of 63% . Otherwise the image is 

substantially the same. I do not pretend to really understand the way 1.he 

Guadalupe image works, but much of the image is hidden by the parameter:; 

of the Lynchian system. For this reason I wish to defer further discus!;ion 

of this image until we take up the question of hidden images. 

The t~:erced image, Figure 4.17 , is similar to the Centro case. 

For example, the barrio plaza does not even appear in response to 

Question 31, while here it appears mentioned by 60% of the students , as 

the most frequently mentioned of all items. Furthermore three complete.ly 

new elements appear : La Cabana, the entrance to the town, and the slop,~s 

of the hill of San Cristobal above the market . These are places for 

hanging around or for having picnics and t.he like. These slopes of the 

hill are heavily peopled on Sunday and tht~re is always a crowd around the 

bridge that announces the entrance of the town. These are places that 3re 

liked for re<lsons of their social character and for no other reason. N:> 

particular pJ~ide is felt in them; they are nothing to show the visiting 
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Figure 4 . 16 Responses to Question 39 for Barrio Guadalupe (n = 16) 

1. Guadalupe Church, Landmark, 63% 
2 . Guadalupe Hill, Landmark, 38% 
3. Guadalupe Street, Path, 25% 
4 . Guada lupe Plaza, Node, 13% 

Figure 4.17 Responses to Question 39 for Barrio La Merced (n = 20) 

1. Plaza la Merced, Node, 20% 
2 . Primavera, Path, 15% 
3. Mazariegos, Path, 15% 
4. La Merced Church, Landmark, 15% 
5. Jail, Landmark, 15% 

6. Cerro San Cristobal, Landmark 
Barrier, 10% 

7. Market, Landmark, 5% 
8. Town Entrance, Landmark, 5% 
9. La Cabana, Landmark,. 5% 

10 . Hill just above Market, 
District, 5% 
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relatives glowi ngly. Yet they are places that are frequented by the 

students in search of a pleasant time. That is to say , they like them. 

General Discussion of Point Imagery 

What have we seen so far? Six collections of image components. 

(Do we dare call them images?) These collections each have an individual 

character all their own. These characters range from prideful, through 

quotidian, skeletal, navigational, functional, to pleasurable. . They 

range in magnitude from composite images of three elements to ones with 

twenty-six elements. Each collection was elicited in response to a diffor

ent question. Each, to one extent or another, is an example of what we 

have termed opportunity surfaces (Wood, 1969a, 37). An opportunity 

surface is a cartographic composite and rendering of mental maps elicite•3 

from subjects on which one aspect of their experience manifests itself. 

An ex<lmple of a pure opportunity s1.:rface can be seen in Figure 

4.18. This is a composite of the graphic responses to a question on 

Questionnaire I. This question asked the ~tudents to locate all the 

churches in s.m Cristobal on an outline map of the city. Their responses 

were simply traced so that all the responSE!S appear as a single image. 

Although detailed analysis of Figure 4.18 reveals that it is a highly 

accurate map of the location of the numerous churches in town, the issue 

is irrelevant. What is relevant is that this is an opportunity surface, 

a cartographic rendering of the mental map of the students conc~rning one 

aspect of their experience, in this case their experience of churches. 

The way it is suggested that an opportunity surface functions is as fol:1.ows. 

Say q student wants to go to church - for whatever reason. He may be or. 

his way to school for a horrible exam and feel like invoking his patron 

saint's aid; he may want to give thanks fo:!:" a particular pleasant event, 
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Figure 4.18 The public church opportunity surface. 
Each dot is one church. 
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he may wish to confess or partake in MaSSi for whatever reason. He will 

not always go to the same church. For one thing it may be closcdi or it 

may be too far awayi or it may not contain a shrine to a particular sain·t. 

In order t-::> decide which church to go to hr; creates in his mind an 

opportunity surface, a mental image containing the potential opport unitie s 

whereby his immediate need or desire may be gratified. In the case of 

religion, a }::'ersonal form of Figure 4.18 will manifest itself. The student 

will examine each potential church on the surface to see which church will 

satisfy him. That is closed, that is too fa r away, and so on. He will 

end up by going to a church or by sublimating his desire i f there is no 

fulfilling church on the opportunity surface. The opportunity surface 

is a cartogrctphic analogy of this mental display system. 

Figm:e 4.18 is a public opportunity surface. That is it is a 

composite of many personal opportunity surfaces, from no individual 

point of vieN. Public opportunity surface:; can be elicited for any aspE:Ct 

of experience. In "The Image of San Crist:>bal " three such surfaces wen! 

isolated, bu·: one of these was particularly clear. This was the recrea·· 

tional oppor·:unity surface (Wood, 1969a, 35). This surface resulted from 

the question, "What part of your barrio do you.visit most frequently?" The 

lists included the Zocalo, swimming holes, playing fields, and the surround

ing country-side. But the reasons given for the inclusion of these pla,::es 

cinched it .• ' Thirty-three per cent of the reasons given involved sports 

such as swimming or running. Another 12% involved going to the movies :>r 

listening to the marimba bands. An addit::.onal 22% involved getting out 

of town, finding fresh air, shade or picnicking. In other words, a full 

76% of the reasons given for going . to these places involved taking time 

·off from church, school and work. This wets the public recreational 
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opportunity surface for San Cristobal. But an opportunity surface can mctp 

any aspect of experience - the experiences of pride, of disgust, of 

pleasure, of wayfinding, of religion, of friendliness, of society, of 

shopping, of every-dayness. Often the opportunity surfaces are combina

tions or confusions of these experiences. Often the questions used to 

elicit them are inherently confusing or poorly articulated , usually 

because the questions asked were not intended to elicit such surfaces. 

But .••••• 

They do! No matter what sort of question one asks , its answer 

reflects an opportunity surface. The question says list something. How 

can an invest)gator frame his question to avoid obtaining opportunity 

surfaces. He can 't. He has to describe some characteristics of the iter1s 

to be listed and in so doing he outlines the parameters of an opportunit)~ 

surface, howe~er unintentionally. The results are satisfactory or not 

depending on how thoroughly the investigator understands the nature of 

the question he has framed. Throwing all the results to many questions 

together in a single image without deeply C·:>nsidering their component 

character is quite possibly an image of nothing. 

Seen in this more specific and functional light, the images that 

have been presented so far in this chapter are shorn of any hints of 

imageability or legibility. Yet it is these self-same images that have 

been used by past researchers to discuss these questions. Now it is seen 

that Lynchian images are not distillations of the visual image of the 

environment in people's minds, but rather <:omposites of a variety of 

opportunity surfaces evoked by a variety of questions. Now we can begin 

all over again. If the questions we ask result in opportunity surfaces, 

what is a legible city? A legible city is a city in which images of 
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legibility are congruent with opportunity surfaces . 

The question then is, how can we elicit images of legibility? 

The funny thing is, I think that, as does Lynch, Stea, et . al., we are in 

fact also qet'.:ing images of legibility to o:1e degree or another as well. 

"Quick, what is the one thing that most typifies San Cristobal? " "Uhh ..• 

that hill with the church on it." Right. Without question this is the 

physically to\-tering, dominating, consistantly visible, preeminent land

mark for San Cristobal. And did it show up on our image maps? Sure, but 

in very low ol·der forms . Arrl this is the case with many purely barrio 

landmarks. The visible image of the barrios are coming through, but it 

is confused by t.hese interminable problems of the way we ask questions. 

The visual image is being filtered by complex linguistic problems, by 

complex societal and cultural structures. In earlier work I complained 

that Lynch way; concentrating too strongly on the visual aspect of the ci 1:y , 

but it turns out that his data was probably badly contaminated by non

visual functional imagery! 

So let's aggregate our six opportunity surfaces that we obtained 

as results to Questions 31, 32, 33, 34, 38. and 39. It must be constantl~! 

remembered th~t these are in and of themselves'no more or less than 

opportunity surfaces, surfaces which say a great deal directly about the 

nature of certain ~pecific barrio experiences, but which say nothing 

directly about the imageable or legible characteristics of the places 

mapped. Figure 4.19 is the composite image for El Centro. It is certainly 

a rich image, containing 43 elements. For this reason, if for no other, 

it is· easier to say, that this is the image of Barrio El Centro. But 

there are other reasons for calling this the image of the barrio, when we 

called the other maps merely components of the image. This image subsumes 



1. Mazariegos - Madero, Path, 93% 
2. Guadalupe - Guadalupe, Path, 93% 
3. Insurgentes - Utrillo, Path, 93% 
4. 20 de Noviembre - Hidalgo, Path, 93% 
5. 16 de Septiembre - Cresione Resas, Path, 29% 
6. Juarez, Path, 25% 
7 . 5 de Febrero, Path, 13!1; 
8. Zocalo, Node, 93% 

Alameda, Node 8% 
Nine blocks, Dis trict, 57% 
Twenty-five blocks, District, 21% 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. Barrio El Centro, District, 8% (not mapped) 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 

~ote Bene: The remaining elements are all landmarks) 
ETIC, 85% 
Cathedral, 78% 
Municipal Palace, 78% 
Kiosko in the Zocalo, 50% 
Bishop's House, 50% 
A shop (Jiminez) , 50% 
Benches on the Zoca1o, 43% 
Cafe Delicias, 38% 
Park of the Arches, 36% 

22. Sidewalks on Zocalo, 36% 
23. Theater Las Casas, 29% 
24. Cafe Portales, 29% 
25. Hotel Santa Clara, 25% 
26. Hotel Posada, 25% 
27. A Shop (Segoviana), 25% 
28. A Shop (Casa Olinto), 25% 
29. A Shop (RRR), 25% 
30. Bank, 25% 
31. Cafe Intermezzo, 25% 
32. A Shop (Yamini), 25% 
33 . Theater variedades, 21!!; 
34. Hotel Jardin, 21% 
35. Grass on the Zocalo, 21% 
36. Hacienda Office, 21% 
37. Santo Domingo, 17% 
38. san Nicolas, 14% 
39. College of the Mothers , 14% 
40. Hotel Primavera, 14% 
41. Mexican Telephone Company, 13% 
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42. Supermat:ket, 13% 
43. Bookstore , 8% Figure 4.19 Composite Image of Barrio El Centro (n = 21) 
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a variety of view points of the barrio, while each opportunity surface 

presented merely a single view point. But thi~ is still more than an 

aggregate opportunity surface. It is mere than an aggregate opportunity 

surface to the extent that each individual opportunity surface was more 

than an opportunity surface. 

Flip through the opportunity surfac.~s ¥lhich comprise Figures 4.1 

through 4.17. There is something very str.'lnge about them if they are in 

fact opportunity surfaces. Oh, they are all right, but they are also 

something more or less at the same time. Everyone of them has a church 

on it. At least one, sometimes two or thr·~e churches. Now I ask you, 

what sort of desires or needs or sets of eKperiences will always find 

churches in them? Or for the case of El Centro always have the Cathedral, 

the Zocalo ar.d ETIC in them? To be sure, our questions, by not directly 

seeking oppo1·tunity surfaces confuse i,sues, but I maintain that none

theless the ~xperiences that generated these opportunity surfaces were 

highly generalized. Look at our questions: What comes to your mind? 

What do you :.ike best? Where do you go most often? Answer as they will 

they always answer with churches and plazas and such. But what about the 

questions? Aren't they vague? General? Broad? Let's pretend for the 

moment that ,~e were the students faced with answering these questions . 

There in front of us are five blank lines begging to be filled with 

answers . We think, "Ah, the ·zocalo. I li.ke the Zocalo." Anc do• .. il on 

the paper it goes. And •.dthout further thought our hand is tracing out 

the words "Cathedral. •• ETIC •.• " Why? Because it is probably impossiblE! 

to hold the image in whatever form of the Zocalo in our minds without 

also seeing, however it is seen, the Cathedral and ETIC. After all, 
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what· is the. Zocalo? It is not an abstract concept. •It is a hunk of 

space whose physical limits exist as real buildings named the Cathedral, 

ETIC, Municipal Palace, and so on. It is a gestalt in the str.i.ctest mean

ing of that ~wrd, for the Zocalo exists only as a sum of its surrounding 

parts in their present configuration. The Zocalo is more than space and 

buildings. It is this space and these buildings in this configuration 

and _!:_h_at alone. 

It is possible to deal with the Zocalo as other than this 

gestalt, however, but the questions about it must be directed to spe

cific attributes of the space. We shall deal with the Zocalo in this 

manner later on. But in response to our above delineated questions, the 

Zocalo, the Cathedral, and ETIC are all parts of one gestalt. By lumping 

all of our opportunity surfaces together, we concentrate the significa~ce 

of these gestalts. In looking at these gt~sta~ts, we are getting closet· 

to the questions of imageability and legibility. Our final image is ir.

deed an image of the barrio, but one compl)sed of many hidden images anci 

complex linkages of images. 

With the foregoing discussion in mind, let's take a close look 

at our compcsite images. Figure 4.19 is the coreposite image for El 

Centro. For the moment we shall concern ourselves solely with the ele-· 

ments mentioned more than 75% of the time. There are eight of these: 

Calles Mazariegos-Madero, Guadalupe-Guadalupe, Insurgentes-Utrillo and 

20 de Noviembre-Crescione Rosas (each of these streets has two names be

cause they change names when crossing the axes of town), the Zocalo, th•~ 

Cathedral, ETIC and the Municipal Palace. These eight image elemen~s 
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constitute only 19% of the imag~ elem:;:nts, but they are mentioned by over

whelming numbers of students compared to any other elements. And ·what 

about these eieht eleme:1ts ? Well, they are all critical co~ponents of 

the space subsumed under the name Zocalo. The four streets form the 

four sides of the square. The three largest, most authoritative build

ings surrounding the square are the three listed . And the ~ntire entity 

is the Zocalo. Furthermore 12 of the remaining image elements are on the 

Zocalo. ThiE; means that a total of 4 7% of the. barrio image ele·ments are 

found in or ran~ed around the Zocalo. I think that this says something 

about the significance of the Zocalo as a gestalt, a gestalt of nearly 

overweening ::mportance. It doesn't, of course, say whether or not the 

students find the Zocalo t.o be a place of great visual impact. It 

doesn't, of course, say whether or not the students perceive great order 

and clarity in the Zocalo. To discover this component of their experi

ence another set of questions would be needed and these we haven't asked. 

But it says that for a wide range of experiences the Zocalo is · It. It :Ls 

a source of pride. It is part of their daily existence. It is the focus 

of the skeletal street pattern. It is loaded with navigational clues. 

It is loaded with goal points for a variety of functions. It is liked. 

Beyond this, the Zocalo is the focus for the entire barrio. 

Detail falls off away from the Zocalo. Only 12% of the image eleffients 

do not fall within a block of the Zocalo, ~nd two of these are the 

captured Santo Domingo (a convent church) and the Alam~da (the city park 

in front of Santo Domingo). The pattern of spatial organization for this 

barrio is luminously clear and very simple. It would appear both highly 
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imageable and very legible, but that is tl1e most we can say for sure. 

Figure 4.20 is the composite image for Guadalupe. This image i~ 

neither as rich nor as clear as that for El Centro. First of all, 25% of 

the image elereents are in captured territoTy, captured from El Centro. 

Obviously this boundary is no~ very clearly understood by Guadalupe 

students , or is willfully violated. Or, so close is the association of 

this barrio with its central street that they simply see the whole of the 

street as being in their barrio, and this :ls most likely. Fully 68% of 

the image elements are tied as closely to Calle Guadalupe as El Centro is 

tied to the Zocalo. The image elements that appear on all of the op

portunity surfaces are the plaza and the church, the terminal points of 

Calle Guadalupe conceptually and actually. The next most frequently ap

pearing item is the street itself and the three together form the central 

coordinating image of this barrio. But th•~ image does not have the ap-

parent formal clarity of El Centro. For one thing, the river to the 

south of the barrio is not cleanly connected to the barrio, so that it 

merely floats (for this term and its opposite, see Lynch, 1960, Appendix 

C) out there somewhere. For another thing, not all the streets running 

parallel to Calle Guadalupe are of equal importance perceptually so that 

there could be a question about where exactly Calle Ejercito Nacional is, 

that is, ab01.:.t how many blocks separate it from Calle Guadalupe. This 

distance, not being symetrical with the distance between Calle Guadalupe 

and Calle Madero, could be a source of confusion. For a third the roads 

leading towards the hinterland from the plaza are not clearly related to 

the gridiron plan of the city at large. All of these elements are 
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Figure 4.20 Composite Image of Barrio Guadalupe (n-18) 

1. Guadalupe, Path, 75% 
2. Six blocks around Plaza, District, 100% 
3. Cathedral, Landmark, 75% 
4. Cerro Guadalupe, Landmark, 50% 
5. Guadalupe Church, Landmark, 63% 
6. Barrio Guadalupe, Distridt, 17% 
~. Church Steps, Path, 50% 
8. Path to Tenejapa, Path, 17% 
9. Road to La Garita, Path, 17% 

10. Gral. utrillo, Path, 13% 
11. Pariagua, Path, 13% 
12. Ejercito Nacional, Path, 13% 
13. Madero, Path, 22% 
14. B. Dominguez, Path, 11% 
15. Diego Dugelay, Path, 11% 
16. Remesal, Path, 13% 
17. Juarez, Path, 11% 
18. Stream, Barrier, 13% 
19. Flagpole in Plaza, Landmark, 13% 
20. Plaza Guadalupe, Node, 100% 
21. Shop (Hardware), Landmark, 11% 
22. Shop (Tortilleria), Landmark, 11% 
23. Shop (Shoes), Landmark, 11% 
24. Shop (Dry Goods), Landmark, 11% 
25. Shop (Mercanti1), Lanqmark, 11% 
26. Shop (Clothes), Landmark, 11% 

8 --
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floating, are not tied clearly into the barrio image dominated by Calle 

Guadalupe and its terminal points . 

The ether side of the Guadalupe coin is Barrio Merced. This is a 

calle-centric barrio, but of great apparent clarity. To begin \vith, the 

elements that float in the Guadalupe image are here tied tig~ and 

simply into the barrio image. The river, for example, flows under a 

bridge that carries the main street of the barrio across it . Moreover 

the second mc·st important street is actually tied to Diego Mazariegos at 

the .bridge, end the other parallel streets appear in even steps. The 

other edge that could be free-floating is the slope of San Cristobal hill . 

But this slope parallels Mazariegos in a highly visible manner. In fact , 

the only freE:-floatin~ elements in this barrio are captured ones: Carmen 

and La Isla. It might also be mentioned at this point that the students 

have seen fit: to call the ' whole street the.Lr's as was the case for 

Guadalupe . =·~n this case they have captured the terminal point of 

Mazariegos right at the Zocalo by includin.5 the Super Mercado in their 

image. Inter.estingly students from both Barrio Merced and El Centro 

mention the Super Mercado with a 13% frequency in both cases. (This 

ten~ency of students in calle-centric barrios to claim all of the central 

street is clearly at odds with their tendency revealed in the discussion 

of areal ima:~ery to correctly delimit. barrio boundaries.) 

But what principally distinguishes ·Merced from Guadalupe is the 

fact that while the barrio is calle-centric, the street itself centers ·)n 

the market n•)de. That is to say that Hazariegos has a focus to it that 

is not terminal. The focus for this street is at the market. If 62% of 

the image el·:ments are associated with Mazariegos, 51% of the image ele-
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1. Mazariegos, Path, 88% 
2. Market, Landmark, 67% 
3. La Merced Church, Landmark, 63% 
4. Guadalupe Victoria, Path, 27% 
5. Jail, Landmark, 27% 
6. ·Nine blocks, district, 25% 
7. Stuff around Market, Node, 20% 
8. Shop (Siguena), Landmark, 20% 
9. Shop (Sabaleta), Landmark, 20% 

10. Shop (Frontera), Landmark, 20% 
11. Shop, Landmark, 17% 
12. Primavera, Path, 17% 
13. Barracks, Landmark, 13% 
14. Telegraph Office, Landmark, 13% 
15. Cerro San Cristobal, Landmark-Barrier, 13% 
16. Pharmacy, Landmark, 13% 
17. Furniture store, Landmark, 13% 
18. Dry Goods Store, Landmark, 13% 
19. Hardware Store, Landmark, 13% 
20. Photo Shop, Landmark, 13% 
21. Shop (Dona Chole), Landmark, 13% 
22. Shop (Diana), Landmark, 13% 
23. Supermarket, Landmark, 13% 
24. Shop (Tortilleria), Landmark, 13% 
25. Hardware Store, Landmark, 13% 
26. Kiosko in Plaza, Landmark, 13% 
27. 5 de Mayo, Path, 9% 
28. Kindergarten, Landmark, 7% 
29. M. Ocampo, Path, 7% 
30. 5 de Febrero, Path, 7% 
31. 12 de octobre, Path, 7% 
32. 1 de Marzo, Path, 7% 
33. Rio Amarillo, Barrier, 7% 
34. Barrack's Basketball Court, Landmark, 7% 
35. Carmen Park, Node, 5% 
36. Hill Above Market, District, 5% 
37. Town Entrance, Landmark, 5% 
38. La Cabana, Landmark, 5% 

Figure 4.21 Composite Image of Barrio La Merced (n = 24) 
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ments are also tied to the market. In fact what give~ this barrio its 

strength.as an organizer of space is the inter-relatedness of the im

po~tant market node with the important Mazariegos path. Merced has many 

of the advantages of a plaza-centric organization such as El Centro and 

all of the advantages of a purely calle-centric barrio like Guadalupe. 

Note in passing the richness of the image, less than El Centro but more 

than Guadalupe, as has been the case all along. 

Figure 4.22 introduces a new barrio to this discussion of point 

imagery; This is the composite image for Santa Lucia. Santa Lucia is 

the third calle-centric barrio in San Cristobal, but in this case calle·· 

centric by default. Note that 't-Thile 42% of the image elements are as

sociated with Calle Insurgentes, the street itself is mentioned by only 

14% of the students. The bulk of the banio is to the east of this str~et 

and is purel:r residential. But facing Ins.urgentes the barrio is chock 

full of impo:.:-tant things: a convent churc.h and shady plaza, the sec.ondary 

market, a monumental park, the new and very shiny preparatory school, the 

clinic for s.:m Cristobal, and the barrio church and plaza. Of the re

maining image elements, three are captured from other barrios. Santa 

Lucia, in co~on with Merced, has seen fit to capture the Carmen complex 

from San Antonio, and has also captured El Cubito from San Diego. 

Figcre 4. 23 is the composite imag•~ for yet another barrio, in 

this case El Cerrillo. This is a long nar.row barrio like Guadalupe but 

one which is absolutely and certainly foc·.1sad on the barrio plaza and 

church. The four most frequently mentionad elements are there: the 

church, the. plaza, its kiosk and its fountain. The only captured item is a 

playing field which will one day contain the plaza and church for Barrio 
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Figure 4.22 Composite Image of Barrio S~nta Lucia (n = 10) 

1. Fray Bartolome Park, Node, 100% 
2. New Preparatory School, Landmark, 100% 
3. Health Center, Landmark, 71% 
4. Old Market, Landmark, 57% 
s. Santa Lucia Church, Landmark, 43% 
6. Carmen Plaza, Node, 43% 
7. San Francisco Church, Landmark, 43% 
8. Seminary, Landmark, 43% 
9. Ramon Corona, Path, 43% 

10. s. Ortiz de Dominguez, Path, 43% 
11. San Francisco Fountain, Landmark, 29% 
12. El Cubito, Landmark, 29% 
13. 1st Class Bus Station, Landmark, 29% 
14. B. Juarez, Path, 14% 
15. Insurgentes, Path, 14% 
16 . Santa Lucia Plaza, Node, 14% 
17. Trees on Santa Lucia Plaza, Landmark, 14% 
18. Library, Landmark, 14% 
19. P. Dominguez, Path, 14% 
20 . Francisco Leon, Path, 14% 
21. Bakery, Landmark, 14% 
22. Monument of Fray Bartolome, Landmark, 14% 
23. San Francisco Plaza, Node, 14% 
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Figure 4.23 Composite Image of Barrio Cerrillo (n = 10) 

1. Plaza Cerrillo, Node, 100% 
2. Kiosko in Plaza , Landmark, 80% 
3. Fountain in Plaza, Landmark, 60% 
4. Cerrillo Church, Landmark, 40% 
5. Na Bolom (Museum), Landmark 40% 
6. Nine blocks around Plaza, District, 40% 
7 . New Elementary School, Landmark, 40% 
8. Colonia Revolucion, District, 40% 
9. Three small shops, Landmarks, 40% 

10. Short stretches of three streets, Paths, 20% 
11. Santo Domingo, Landmark, 20% 
12. Tapachula, Path, 20% 
13. Comitan, Path, 40% 
14. D. Dominguez, Path, 40% 
15. Playing Field in Colonia Revo1ucion, Node, 40% 
16. Manzanas, Corzo, and Chiapa de Corzo, Path, 40% 
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Revolucion . This is a simple and mostly self-contain~d barrio which in 

its organization of space is clear and simple. 

But enough of these images . They are endless in number and a 

sufficiency have been displayed to cinch what must be the main point of 

this chapter. The last chapter closed with the remark that barrios are 

spatial entities whose heart, extent, and attributes are well known. 

The evidence provided by the point imagery allows us to add to this 

description of the barrio. The barrios are also entities whose surfaceH 

are covered with a richness of landmarks, paths and nodes that is some-

what astounding, and about whose existence there is a great concensus of 

opinion along a variety of lines. By looking at the point imagery re-

sults question by question, we have been able to easily see what these 

lines are as well as see what the limitations of our knowledge about these 

images are. But given the complexities of the methodologies, none of 

which have been willfully obscured, the barrio itself still shines 

pristinely through. Our students know and like their barrios. 
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